
Elementary School STEM Education Program
Creating and sustaining STEM culture in schools

Building the next generation 
of STEM leaders



Elementary School Curriculum
       Downloadable teacher lesson plans, curriculum packets, and student workbooks

       Online professional learning modules support effective teacher training

       Follows the NGSS three dimensions of science learning: crosscutting concepts, science and engineering practices,  
       and disciplinary core ideas

       Lessons available in English and Spanish

Phase 1: Foundational Fluencies
Young students need foundational STEM fluencies to prepare them for ongoing STEM learning. These 
fluencies include symbolization, spatial orientation, symmetry, sequence, correspondence, 
classification and comparison, and logical reasoning. While many students learn these fluencies at 
home, Foundational Fluencies fills in these critical fluencies for underserved students.

Unit Title

It’s All About the Blocks 2 Hours

3 Hours

2 Hours

3 Hours

ROK Blocks

ROK Blocks

ROK Blocks

ROK Blocks

I Am an Engineer!

Does it Move?

Is it Strong?

Total Lesson Time Mobile STEM Lab

Phase 2: STEM Fundamentals
Students begin exploring applied mathematics, mechanical engineering, and robotics. Students focus 
on intuitive concepts like how to make things strong and how to make things move. As a result, they 
gain confidence in their ability to use technology to design solutions to problems.

Unit Title

Engineering Basics 13 Hours

11 Hours

7 Hours

6 Hours

ROK Blocks

Engineering Pathways or Young Engineers

Engineering Pathways or Young Engineers

Engineering Pathways

Mechanisms & Movement

Robotics 101

Applied Mathematics

Total Lesson Time Mobile STEM Lab

12 Hours Engineering PathwaysRobotics - Exploring Sensors



Mobile STEM Labs
       Students work collaboratively in teams of 4

       Multiple labs stack on a rolling base

       Easy classroom management

       Any classroom can become a makerspace

ROK Blocks 
Core lab for elementary school programs (PK-5th Grade)

The ROK Blocks Lab supports the Kid Spark elementary program (PK-5) 
and is perfect for children without any previous STEM experience. The 
carefully curated materials in the lab are organized and unintimidating; 
the larger scale elements allow for collaborative learning.

       Teaches 23 hours of elementary school curriculum

Young Engineers 
Supplementary lab for elementary & middle school programs (3-8th Grade)

The Young Engineers Mobile STEM Lab supports Kid Spark’s elementary 
school (3-5) and middle school (6-8) programs by focusing on mechanical 
engineering, structural engineering, and remote control robotics.

       Teaches 18 hours of elementary school curriculum

Engineering Pathways 
Core lab for elementary & middle school programs (3-8th Grade)

The Engineering Pathways Lab supports Kid Spark’s Elementary (3-5) and 
middle school (6-8) programs and covers a broad range of technologies 
and curriculum. Students learn about mechanisms and movement, 
applied mathematics, programmable robotics and computational thinking, 
simple and compound machines, and rapid prototyping & 3D printing. 

       Teaches 36 hours of elementary school curriculum
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Elementary Program Implementation Guide
Research shows that STEM learning needs to start early and continue every year. At Kid Spark, we recognize that 
teachers are extremely busy and sometimes struggle to find the time to incorporate new activities into a class schedule. 
Our units of instruction are flexible and can be adapted to any type of academic term and subject rotation. 

Below is an example of how a Kid Spark elementary program (PK-5) might be implemented as quarterly units of instruction.

It’s All About the Blocks

Quarter 1

PK

Quarter 2 Quarter 3 Quarter 4

I Am an EngineerK

Is it Strong? Does it Move?1

Engineering Basics2

Mechanisms & Movement3

Applied Mathematics4

Robotics 101 Robotics - Exploring Sensors5

What are Foundational STEM Fluencies?
All children are natural designers but need to be taught how to think like engineers and scientists. Through our engaging 
curriculum, the Kid Spark elementary school STEM program helps children develop foundational fluencies at any age.

Below are examples of core foundational fluencies that students acquire from this curriculum.

Spatial Reasoning

The ability to envision objects in 
three dimensions.

Sequence & Correspondence

The ability to follow steps in order 
and place objects in a precise way.

Symbolism

The use of symbols to represent 
ideas or qualities.
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